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In Vitro – In Vivo Correlation (IVIVC)
Working definition:
• “A predictive mathematical treatment describing the
relationship between an in vitro property of a dosage form
(e.g., the rate or extent of drug release) and a relevant in vivo
response (e.g., plasma concentration-time data)”
FDA Guidance for Industry Extended Release Solid Oral Dosage Forms: Development, Evaluation, and Application of In Vitro/In
VivoCorrelations (1997)

In Vitro - In Vivo Correlations
– History
• 1987: “science and technology at the time did not permit consistently meaningful IVIVC for
ER dosage forms – IVIVCs should be a future objective.” (ASCPT/DIA/APS/FDA – sponsored
workshop)
– Dissolution testing useful for process control, stability, minor formulation changes and
manufacturing site changes.

• 1988: established classification of IVIVC into levels A, B, and C (USP Stimuli Article).
• 1990: “….development of an IVIVC was an important objective on a product-by-product
basis.” (ASCPT/DIA/APS/FDA – sponsored workshop)
• 1993: “….dissolution may be used as a sensitive, reliable, and reproducible surrogate for
bioequivalence testing.” (USP/AAPS/FDA – sponsored workshop)
• 1997: Extended Release Oral Dosage Forms: Development, Evaluation, and Application of In
Vitro/In Vivo Correlations (FDA Guidance, Sept. 1997).

Extended Release Oral Dosage Forms: Development, Evaluation, and
Application of In Vitro/In Vivo Correlations, FDA Guidance Sept. 1997

Applications and Value of Establishing IVIVC
IVIVC can be used for many purposes:
• Applied as surrogate for human bioequivalence trials
– Establish a safe space for key product quality attributes
– Biowaivers for changes in the manufacturing or composition of a drug product
• See SUPAC-MR: Modified Release Solid Oral Dosage Forms; Scale and Postapproval changes: Chemistry,
Manufacturing, and Controls, In Vitro Dissolution Testing, and In Vivo Bioequivalence, Guidance

– To reduce regulatory burden (IVIVC in lieu of additional in vivo experiments)
– How do I develop my formulation to produce an in vitro dissolution rate that will achieve bioequivalence?

• Dissolution method development and specification setting
– Which in vitro method best correlates with a deconvoluted in vivo profile?
– Determine dissolution safe space (profile of all lots in the upper and lower limits of BE)

PBPK as Tool for QbD Implementation
Connects the drug substance properties (pKa,
solubility, permeability, lipophilicity) and
formulation properties (particle size distribution,
drug particle density) with drug products in vivo
behavior (PK profiles)

“Mechanism-based modeling approaches, particularly
those used during the formulation development stage, can be of
great help for development .... Drug applicants are encouraged to
adopt such approaches to guide formulation development and
set product specifications.”
“Predictive biopharmaceutical models also have great potential
uses in CMC review. For example, when there is a large difference in
particle size distribution… a predictive absorption model could be
employed to identify the risks in having a significant difference in
particle size distribution. Another important application is to define
biorelevant dissolution specifications”

X Zhang and RA Lionberger (FDA Office of Generic Drugs)
Clinical pharmacology & Therapeutics | VOLUME 95 NUMBER 5 | MAY 2014

PBPK: Next step for IVIVC development and biowaivers

Apply similar criteria for validation prior to use for biowaivers

PBPK: Next step for IVIVC development and biowaivers

“Applicants may consider further supporting
their proposed dissolution specifications
with appropriate simulations in addition to
dissolution performance data.”

…PBPK also extensively used by clinical
pharmacology colleagues for drug
interactions. Directly inform labeling of
products.

IVIVC Categories
• Level A

Most useful and is recommended

– Point to point comparison of the fraction of drug absorbed to the
fraction of drug dissolved.
• Correlation may or may not be linear and scale factors are permitted.

• Level B

Least useful for regulatory purposes

– Mean in vitro dissolution time is compared either to the mean
residence time or to the mean in vivo dissolution time.
• Level B does not uniquely reflect the actual in vivo plasma curve.

• Level C

Useful for early stage formulation development
Multiple Level C can be as useful as a level A

– Single point relationship between a dissolution parameter and a
pharmacokinetic parameter.

Traditional IVIVC
Output
– Amount of drug reaching central compartment vs. time (systemic availability or F%)
– Does not tell us anything about how it got there:
• Was it all absorbed and some lost to first pass extraction?
• Was only some of it absorbed with little or no first pass extraction?
• Was the in vivo release/dissolution anything like the in vitro experiment?
Assumptions
– Drug obeys compartmental model (doesn’t consider drug’s true distribution)
– First-order absorption (limitation –not realistic)
– No saturable (nonlinear) absorption or clearance (limitation –what if drug is substrate for
enzymes/transporters?)
– Terminal oral plasma concentration-time points independent of absorption (limitation –what about
colonic absorption?)

Mechanistic IVIVC

Total Amount (mg)

-- Dissolved in vivo (mechanistic deconvoluted)
-- Absorbed - Fa
-- Into portal vein
-- Systemic circulation - F (traditional deconvoluted)

Time (h)
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Developing a Correlation
• Most Common Approach for Establishing Model
– Develop formulations with different release rates, e.g., slow, medium, fast.
– Obtain in vitro dissolution profiles and in vivo plasma profiles for these
formulations.
– Estimate the in vivo absorption (in vivo dissolution) time course using an
appropriate deconvolution method.
– Plot in vivo release against in vitro release to establish correlation.

Establishing an IVIVR
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Complexity of the GI Tract
•

Stomach: enzymes, pH range 1.2 – 6.

•

Intestines: enzymes, surfactants,
lipids/carbohydrates/proteins, bacteria,
pH range 4.5 – 7.5.

•

Daily fluid exchange up to 13 L.

Dorland's Illustrated Medical Dictionary, 31st Edition (2007)
http://www.pediatricfeeding.org/gi_anatomy.html
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Physiological Considerations
The rate limiting step to absorption is the dissolution
• pH, solubility dependence.
• Hydrodynamics.
• Regional differences in GI.
pH, solubility dependence

d

dM D
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d

correlate

% Drug Released In Vitro

– The in vitro method should be designed such that the profile reflects the rate
limiting mechanism for dissolution, e.g.
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IVIVC Development and BCS Considerations

In Vivo Dissolution Behavior of BCS 2 Drugs
BCS class 2 examples of time course
of in vivo amount of drug dissolved
and regional GI transit

BCS class 2 drug absorption in GI
regions

Tsume, Y., Mudie, D. M., Langguth, P., Amidon, G. E., & Amidon, G. L. (2014). The Biopharmaceutics Classification System: subclasses
for in vivo predictive dissolution (IPD) methodology and IVIVC. European Journal of Pharmaceutical Sciences, 57, 152-163.

Summary – Dissolution Method Perspective
During the early stages the dissolution conditions may be altered to attempt to
develop a 1:1 correlation
• A few considerations:
– Dissolution media
»

Media composition(s) that more closely reflects in vivo environment

– Hydrodynamics
»

Apparatus, paddle speed, etc.

– Length of test
»

Formulations that release for extended periods of time may require longer dissolution tests.
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Modified Release Tablet (Adult and Pediatric)

Drugs that show region-specific
absorption pose challenges to the
establishment of IVIVR… limitations of in
vitro dissolution method to mimic the
changing in vivo environment

JOURNAL OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, VOL. 102, NO. 6, JUNE 2013

In vitro method as well as potential p-glycoprotein and
cytochrome P450 interactions suggested as sources of error

Modified dissolution methodology and non-linear dose-absorption
kinetics in ACAT modelling has enabled percent error in prediction of
Cmax and AUC to be reduced for three prototype formulations

JOURNAL OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, VOL. 102, NO. 6, JUNE 2013

IVIVC/R MR Dosage Form Design – Mechanistic Deconvolution
Release rate:
Slow

Deconvolute MR tablet formulations
Simulated in vivo release – IVIVC/R

•

All in vivo profiles track in vitro data for early
time points (<~2-3hrs) and exhibit positive
deviation for ~2-10hrs.

•

Impact of hydrodynamics and in vivo
motility.

•

Diffusion and erosion for matrix tablet in
vivo… minimal erosion in vitro

Medium

Fast
AAPS J. 2019 Jan 23;21(2):19. doi: 10.1208/s12248-019-0292-3

QbD Design Space: Dissolution Space Defined by PBPK
Altered hydrophilic matrix tablet dimensions
•

Requires new composition

•

PBPK simulated formulation space to design exploratory clinical studies and identify IVIVC/R

Treatment
A
B
C
D

Description
Reference
fast
med
slow

USP1, 100RPM, pH 6.8
Dashed lines: Trial batches
Solid lines: Development batches

Clinical IVIVC Verification (QbD Design Space)

in vivo – in silico

Observed/Simulated

Cmax
rel%

AUC(0-t)
rel%

AUC(0-inf)
rel%

Observed (target 100%)
Observed

87%
133%

103%
125%

102%
118%

Simulated

138%

124%

118%

Medium

Observed

REF

REF

REF

Slow

Simulated
Observed

REF
76%

REF
80%

REF
90%

Simulated

80%

82%

84%

Treatment
Release rate
Original MR tablet
Fast

Achieved IVIVC level A Criteria from Mechanistic PBPK model

AAPS J. 2019 Jan 23;21(2):19. doi: 10.1208/s12248-019-0292-3

Extend Simulations to Design Multi-Particulate Formulation
PBPK simulated in vivo release
Input in vitro release data (USP I method, pH 6.8)
Matrix
ref

1200

fast

Cp (ng/mL)

1000

Simulated mean
exposure

500

800
600
400

In vivo release

600

Amount dissolved

1400

400
300
200

medium

200

100

slow
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Time (hrs)

•
•
•

Slowest profile provides exposure well below target range
Clear impact of lag time … all are well below matrix tablet for t<3 hrs
Target unique in vitro release rates relative to existing matrix tablet
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Multi-Particulate MR Simulations

Slow Release Simulations

Medium Release Simulations

•
•
•

Surfaces = Predicted exposure from current GastroPlus model settings
Points: Z-axis = Clinical results for AUC, C-max and T-max (left to right)
Points: X/Y-axis = Optimization of gastric retention time and stomach transit across all treatments (F,M,S).

Simulated and Observed Multi-Particulate Plasma Concentrations
Treatment

Predictions in advance of study
•
•

Fasted (rapid transit)
Rapid dispersion throughout GI

Points: Observed exposure
Lines: G+ simulations

H
I
J

Description (pore
former/coating wt%)
Slow MPF
Med MPF
Fast MPF

1. Extended MPF transit times clearly improve
model simulation results
2. More refinements for the model to address
dosage form behavior

Predictions with partial
refinement of transit

3. Concurrent in vitro dissolution analysis and
development to explore alternate methodologies
Prior IVIVC useful to guide QbD development, but doesn’t directly
span to new formulation technology (matrix vs coated particulates)

Range of Observed GI Transit Times for Dosage Forms

SS DAVIS, JG HARDY, JW FARA Gut,1986,27,886-892

Reference MR Matrix and Multi-Particulate IVIVC (2015)
BMS multi-particulates relative to matrix tablet exhibit [prior slides]
1. slower initial absorption
2. longer period of absorption
3. later Tmax values
Plot indicates these to much lesser extent (reference literature behavior)
• Dashed vs solid lines over early potion of graph

More pronounced trends for BMS – IVIVC doesn’t directly span formulation technology.
BMS has higher permeability and wider SI absorption wrt this BCS 3 compound.

Kesisoglou, F., Xia, B., & Agrawal, N. G. (2015). Comparison of Deconvolution-Based and
Absorption Modeling IVIVC for Extended Release Formulations of a BCS III Drug Development
Candidate. The AAPS journal, 1-9.

Takeaway: Applying PBPK and Traditional IVIVC in QbD
• Mechanistic modeling is strong compliment to traditional IVIVC models and
expands the possible application to many compounds that exhibit complex PK
– PBPK models integrate and extend multidisciplinary knowledge. Full ADME knowledge extends
possible applications/successes.

• IVIVC achievable for both MR and IR with more mechanistic possibilities across all
in vivo release rates
• PK absorption modeling is a critical interface for clinical and product development
– Correlation of biorelevant dissolution and clinical outcomes

• Expanding the regulatory use of PBPK modeling will establish greater precedent
and guidance for mechanistic IVIVCs relative to traditional methods
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